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Preface'
!
This!document! contains!unpublished! scientific!data! and!must!not!be!published! in! any!
way! (digital! or! printed)! without! permission! from! the! author.! Please! contact! Andreas!
Pospischil! before! publishing! any! parts! or! figures! of! this! report! per! mail!
(andreas.pospischil@tuwien.ac.at).!

Introduction'
!
This!document!summarizes!the!work,!which!was!performed!and!subsequent!results!that!
were!achieved!during!my!visit!at!XiaDGroup!at!Yale!University!in!2015.!
!
Research! for!my! PhD! study! deals!with! optoelectronics,! using! a! new! class! of! so! called!
twoDdimensional!materials.!These!materials,!which!are!as!thin!as!one!atomic!layer,!are!a!
hot! topic! in! many! scientific! disciplines! in! recent! years! and! enable! to! study! physical!
phenomena!that!were!not!accessible!before!their!discovery.!
!
My!work!in!Yale!concentrated!on!twoDdimensional!systems,!too.!Another!material!of!this!
class,! black! phosphorus,!was! rediscovered! in! 2014! and! is! a! hot! topic! in! the! scientific!
community! since! then.! It! is,! like! many! other! twoDdimensional! materials,! a!
semiconductor,! but! it! happens! to!have!a!much! smaller!bandgap! than! its! counterparts.!
This! enables! researchers! to! create! new! devices! based! on! black! phosphorus! like!
transistors,!photodetectors!and!light!emitters.!
My! task! in! Yale! was! to! build! a! photocurrent! scanning! setup! and! program! the!
measurement! software! for! the! setup! and! subsequent! the! fabrication! and!
characterization!of!different!devices.!
!
This! report! first! gives! an! introduction! on! twoDdimensional!materials! with! a! focus! on!
graphene!and!black!phosphorus.!The!following!two!chapters!deal!with!the!optical!setup,!
the!software,!which!was!written,!and! the!results! that!were!obtained! in! three!different!
projects.! At! the! end,! the!work! is! summarized! and! a! brief! outlook! points! out! how! the!
work!on!those!projects!could!go!on.!
!
!
!
!
! !
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Background'
!
Graphene,! a! twoDdimensional! (2D)! layer! of! carbon! atoms! arranged! in! a! honeycomb!
lattice,!attracts!a!lot!of!attention!in!the!scientific!community!in!recent!years.!Single!layer!
graphene!was! first! fabricated!and!studied!by!Novoselov!and!Geim,!who!were!awarded!
with!the!Nobel!prize!in!physics!in!2010![1,2].!The!material!has!a!set!of!unique!physical!
properties.! It! is! not! only! the! strongest! material! known! to! man! [3]! and! harder! than!
diamond,!it!is!also!a!much!better!conductor!than!copper!and!aluminum![4]!and,!because!
of!its!thinness,!graphene!is!bendable.!Moreover,!graphene!has!some!stunning!properties!
for!optoelectronic!and!photonic!applications.!One!is!the!constant!absorption!of! light!of!
2.3%! over! a! very! broad! spectral! range! reaching! from! the! infrared! to! the! ultraviolet,!
which!is!due!to!the!gapDless!dispersion!of!the!Dirac!electrons![5].!
With! this! new! material! combining! all! these! supreme! properties,! groundbreaking!
experiments! have! been! performed.! Graphene! transistors! with! fT! of! 300! GHz! were!
demonstrated!and!complete!logic!circuits,!fabricated!from!CVD!grown!graphene!sheets,!
have! been! shown! [6,7].! In! photonics,! the! high! carrier! mobility! and! broadband!
absorption!is!used!in!ultrafast!photodetectors![8]!and!modulators![9].!
!
Soon! it! became! clear! that! graphene! is! not! the! only! 2D! material! that! is! provided! by!
nature.! A! range! of! other! crystals! with! the! same! structure! as! graphite,! namely! strong!
atomic!bonding!within!the!crystal!plane!and!week!vanDderDWaals!bonding!between!the!
planes,! are! available.! These! crystals! from! the! transitionDmetal! dichalcogenide! (TMDC)!
group! have! different! physical! properties,! some! being! semiDmetallic! (e.g.! NiTe2),! or!
superconducting! (e.g.! NbSe2! ,! NbTe2),! others! are! semiconducting! (e.g.! MoS2,! MoSe2,!
WSe2,!WS2)!or!insulating!(e.g.!hDBN,!HfS2)![10].!
!
Phosphorene,!a! single! layer!of!black!phosphor,! is,!besides!graphene,! the!second!stable!
monoatomic!layered!material!that!is!known!up!to!now.!Single!layers!can!be!produced!by!
mechanical!exfoliation!from!bulk!black!phosphorus.!Phosphorene!has,!unlike!graphene,!
a!direct!bandgap,!which!can!be!adjusted!by!the!layer!number!(0.3!eV!in!bulk,!values!for!a!
single!layer!vary!in!different!firstDprinciple!calculations!from!1!eV!to!2!eV)![11,12].!
!

Figure' 1:' (a)' Crystal' structure' of' few4layer' phosphorene.' (b)' Calculated'
bandgap'for'single'and'few'layer'phosphorene'(DFT4method)'[11].'

!
!
!
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and, furthermore, demonstrate the first CMOS inverter
using few-layer phosphorene as the p-channel and
MoS2 as the n-channel.
Black phosphorus, the bulk counterpart of phos-

phorene, is the most stable phosphorus allotrope
at room temperature17,18 that was first synthesized
from white phosphorus under high pressure and high
temperature in 1914.19 Similar to graphite, its layered
structure is held together by weak interlayer forces
with significant van der Waals character.20!22 Previous
studies have shown this material to display a sequence
of structural phase transformations, superconductivity
at high pressures with Tc above 10 K, and temperature-
dependent resistivity and magnetoresistivity.17,22!27

Two-dimensional phosphorene is, besides graphene,
the only stable elemental 2D material that can be
mechanically exfoliated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have determined the equilibrium geometry,
bonding, and electronic structure of black phosphorus,
few-layer and single-layer phosphorene using ab initio

density functional theory (DFT) calculations with the
PBE28 and HSE0629 functionals as implemented in the
SIESTA30 and VASP31 codes. As seen in the optimized
structure depicted in Figure 1a!c, phosphorene layers
share a honeycomb lattice structure with graphene
with the notable difference of nonplanarity in the
shape of structural ridges. The bulk lattice parameters
a1 = 3.36 Å, a2 = 4.53 Å, and a3 = 11.17 Å, which have
been optimized by DFT-PBE calculations, are in good
agreement with the experiment. The relatively large

value of a3 is caused by the nonplanar layer structure
and the presence of two AB stacked layers in the bulk
unit cell. The orthogonal lattice parameters a1 = 3.35 Å
and a2 = 4.62 Å of the monolayer lattice, depicted in
Figure 1b,c, are close to those of the bulk structure, as
expected in view of the weak 20 meV/atom interlayer
interaction that is comparable to graphite. We note
that the ridged layer structure helps to keep orienta-
tional order between adjacent phosphorene mono-
layers and thus maintains the in-plane anisotropy;
this is significantly different from graphene with its
propensity to form turbostratic graphite.32

Our calculated band structure in Figure 1d indicates
that a free-standing phosphorene single layer is a
semiconductor with a direct band gap of 1.0 eV at Γ,
significantly larger than our calculated band gap value
Eg = 0.31 eV for the bulk system. These calculations,
performed using the HSE06 functional,29 reproduce
the observed bulk band gap value 0.31!0.36 eV17,20,22

and are based on the assumption that the samemixing
parameter R in HSE06 is appropriate in bulk as well
as in few-layer systems. Of particular interest is our
finding that the band gap depends sensitively on the
number of layers N in a few-layer slab, as shown in
Figure 1e. We find that Eg scales as the inverse number
of layers and changes significantly between 1.0 eV in a
single layer and 0.3 eV in the bulk, indicating the
possibility to tune the electronic properties of this
system. Equally interesting is the sensitive dependence
of the gap on in-layer strain along different directions,
shown in Figure 1f. Of particular importance is our
finding that a moderate in-plane compression of≈5%

Figure 1. Crystal structure and band structure of few-layer phosphorene. (a) Perspective side view of few-layer phosphorene.
(b,c) Side and top views of few-layer phosphorene. (d) DFT-HSE06 band structure of a phosphorene monolayer. (e,f) DFT-
HSE06 results for the dependence of the energy gap in few-layer phosphorene on (e) the number of layers and (f) the strain
along the x- and y-direction within a monolayer. The observed band gap value in the bulk is marked by a cross in (e).
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The! electrical! properties! of! multilayer! black! phosphorus! have! been! studied! very!
recently! by! different! groups! [11D14]! (see! Figure! 2).! Multilayer! devices! (3D60! layers)!
typically! show! asymmetric! characteristics!with! higher! pDtype! conductance,!meaning! a!
more! efficient! hole! injection! into! the! channel.! Moreover,! a! strong! anisotropy! along!
different!directions!of!the!crystal!is!observed!leading!to!an!almost!doubled!Hall!mobility!
value!at!low!temperatures!(1000!cm2/Vs!in!the!light!effective!mass!direction,!compared!
to! 600! cm2/Vs! in! the! heavy! mass! direction).! Black! phosphorus! thin! film! transistors!
exhibit!a!high!onDoff!ratio!exceeding!105,! fieldDeffect!mobility!of!up!to!250!cm2/Vs!and!
good! saturation! properties! at! room! temperature.! All! these! properties! could! lead! to! a!
bright!future!for!phosphorene!in!future!highDperformance!thin!film!electronics.!

Figure+2:'(a)'Hall4mobilities'for'different'directions'(x'and'y)'along'the'crystal.'Values'
are' almost' doubled' in' x4direction.' (b)' Typical' transfer' characteristic' of' a' black'
phosphorus' thin' film' transistor.' The' inset' shows' the' on/off' ratio' for' different' flake'
thickness'[14].'

!
!
! !

Figure 5. Few-layer black phosphorus transistors 
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Measurement'setup'and'software'
!
One! of! the! first! tasks! was! to! build! a! scanning! photocurrent! setup! and! write!
measurement!software!to!control!it.!
!
Optical'setup'

The!measurement!setup!looks!in!principle!as!follows:!2!different!laser!sources,!a!532!nm!
and!a!tunable!source!with!a!center!frequency!around!1550!nm!can!be!coupled!through!a!
beamsplitter! and! a! piezoDelectric! driven! scanning! mirror! into! an! objective! lens.! The!
objective!lens!focuses!the!laser!beam!to!a!spot!with!a!size!of!about!1!micrometer!for!the!
green!laser!and!about!2!micrometer!for!the!nearDinfrared!source!onto!the!sample.!
!

!
Figure+3:'Sketch'of'the'photocurrent'scanning'setup'including'all'relevant'parts.'

!
Photocurrent!scanning!is!done!in!two!steps.!First,!a!reflection!image!of!the!actual!device!
is!taken.!Therefore,!light,!that!is!reflected!by!the!device!(for!example!gold!contact!have!
higher!reflection!than!silicon!substrates)!is!collected!by!the!objective!lens!and!guided!via!
the!scanning!mirror!and!the!beamsplitters!to!a!photodiode.!The!photocurrent!generated!
by! the! photodiode! is!measured! and! analyzed! by! the! software,! which! is! also! used! for!
photocurrent! measurements! on! the! actual! device.! After! thoroughly! determining! the!
scanning!area!by!reflection!measurements,!the!same!area!is!scanned!again,!but!this!time!
the! photocurrent! generated! by! the! device! under! test! is! analyzed.! In! most! cases! the!
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photocurrent!is!small!and!a!transimpedanceDpreamplifier!is!used.!By!using!a!modulated!
signal! (which!means! that! the! laser! beam! is! chopped!by! a! rotating!metal! blade)! and! a!
lockDin!amplifier!the!signalDtoDnoise!ratio!can!be!further!increased.!
!

!
Figure+4:'Photograph'of'the'actual'scanning'setup.'

!
Measurement'software'

The!measurement! software!was!written! in! LabView! for! two! reasons.! First,! the! group!
supplied! a! framework,! which! included! most! data! processing! subroutines! that! were!
needed,!and!second,!LabView!drivers!are!available!for!all!used!equipment.!
!
Basically,!the!software!controls!a!scanning!mirror!to!guide!the!laser!light!from!point!to!
point!and!measures!the!corresponding!photocurrent!for!each!point.!The!scanning!mirror!
is!controlled!by!a!DAQ!card!(NI!6341!DAQ),!which!translates!the!software!commands!to!
a! voltage! that! is! applied! to! the!piezo!motors!of! the!mirror! (PI! SD334!Tip/Tilt!Mirror).!
After! the! laser! is! set! to! the! desired! position! the! corresponding! photocurrent! is! read.!
Therefore,! different! measurement! devices! can! be! chosen.! For! relatively! large!
photocurrents! the! DAQ! card! itself! can! be! used! to! read! the! measurements,! for! more!
accurate!measurements!a!Keithley!2612!Sourcemeter!and!a!Stanford!Research!SRD830!
LockDin!amplifier!were!available.!The!software!communicates!with!the!DAQ!card!via!the!
USB!interface!and!with!the!K2612!as!well!as!with!the!SRD830!via!the!GPIB!interface.!
!
!
!
!
!
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Other! software! was! written! to! make! life! in! the! lab! easier.! Examples! include! a! small!
interface! to! control! the! scanning! mirror! separately,! an! IDV! scanner! to! quickly!
characterize! devices! electrically! or! a! user! interface,! which! automates! a!measurement!
necessary!to!characterize!the!plasmonDenhanced!midDinfrared!graphene!photodetector.!
The! following! screenshots! show! a! few! of! the! programs! I! wrote! and! give! a! short!
explanation!in!the!figure!caption.!
!

!
Figure+5:+The'photocurrent'scanning'software.'In'the'54tab'panel'on'the'left'all'settings'
for'the'scanning'mirror'as'well'as'for'the'measurement'devices'can'be'found.'The'main'
panel' in' the' center' shows' the'measurement' results,' a' reflection'measurement' in' this'
case.'On'the'right'and'on'the'bottom'detailed'parameters'of'the'actual'measurements'
are'shown.'

!
Figure+6:+The'IV'Scanner'is'used'to'electrically'characterize'our'fabricated'devices.'
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'
Figure+7:+This'software'is'used'to'characterize'the'plasmon4enhanced'mid4infrared'
photodetector.'The'K2612'controls'both'gate'voltages'and'the'SR830'lock4in'amplifier'
reads'the'corresponding'values'for'the'photocurrent.'The'result'is'plotted'in'the'graph'
on'the'right.'

! !
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Results'
!
I!was!involved!in!several!projects,!working!with!other!members!of!the!research!group,!
especially!Dr.!Xiaomu!Wang,!Qiushi!Guo!and!Yichen!Jia.!We!developed!and!characterized!
different! photodetector! device! schemes.! The! results! are! presented! in! the! next! three!
paragraphs.!

Graphene'–'hBN'–'Graphene'sandwich'device'
!
The!aim!of!this!project!was!to!confirm!the!theoretically!predicted!thermionic!emission!
and!negative!differential!resistance!in!photoactive!graphene!heterostructures![15].!The!
paper!suggests,!that!interlayer!transport!in!graphene!heterostructures!operating!in!the!
hotDcarrier!regime!leads!to!an!unusual!type!of!photoresponse,!a!negative!differential!
resistance!(NDR).!“The'mechanism'of'this'NDR'response'relies'on'the'interplay'of'two'
effects.'First,'the'phase'space'available'for'phonon'scattering'rapidly'increases'with'
doping,'enhancing'the'electron−lattice'cooling'and'thereby'altering'the'number'of'hot'
carriers'in'the'system.'Second,'the'large'capacitance'of'the'atomically'thin'device'renders'
the'carrier'density'in'graphene'layers'sensitive'to'the'interlayer'potential'difference.'These'
two'effects'combined'together'result'in'a'reduction'of'the'electronic'temperature'and'a'
suppression'of'thermionic'current'upon'an'increase'of'the'bias'potential'Vb.'The'NDR'effect'
arises'when'this'suppression'overwhelms'the'increase'in'the'field4effect'transport'under'
bias.'Such'an'NDR'mechanism'manifests'itself'as'an'enhanced'photocurrent'peaked'at'a'
bias'potential'well'below'the'onset'of'the'conventional'field4emission'regime.”!
!

!
Figure+8:'Device'schematics'and'the'IV'characteristics'under'optical'pumping.'The'bias'
voltage'controls'the'electron'cooling'through'electrostatic'doping'of'graphene'layers.'
An'enhancement'in'the'cooling'power'upon'increased'bias'voltage'triggers'a'carrier'
temperature'drop'and'leads'to'negative'differential'resistance.'For'larger'bias'the'
transport'is'dominated'by'field'emission.'

!
Our!device!consists!of!4!nm!hexagonal!BoronDNitride!(hBN)!that!is!encapsulated!by!a!
monolayer!of!graphene!at!the!top!and!the!bottom.!Contacts!are!made!by!eDbeam!
lithography!and!subsequent!metal!deposition!(Ti/Au).!
!

Thermionic Emission and Negative dI/dV in Photoactive Graphene
Heterostructures
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†Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, United States
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ABSTRACT: Transport in photoactive graphene heterostructures,
originating from the dynamics of photogenerated hot carriers, is
governed by the processes of thermionic emission, electron−lattice
thermal imbalance, and cooling. These processes give rise to
interesting photoresponse effects, in particular negative differential
resistance (NDR) arising in the hot-carrier regime. The NDR effect
stems from a strong dependence of electron−lattice cooling on the
carrier density, which results in the carrier temperature dropping
precipitously upon increasing bias. The ON−OFF switching
between the NDR regime and the conventional cold emission
regime, as well as the gate-controlled closed-circuit current that is present at zero bias voltage, can serve as signatures of hot-
carrier dominated transport.
KEYWORDS: graphene, photocurrent, hot carriers, heterostructures

Graphene, because of its unique characteristics, is of keen
interest for optoelectronics research in areas such as

photodetection, solar cells, and light-emitting devices.1−4

Recently, it was emphasized that graphene features an unusual
kind of photoresponse mediated by photogenerated hot
carriers. The hot-carrier regime originates from the quenching
of electron−lattice cooling when the system is close to charge-
neutrality.5,6 The hot carriers are exceptionally long-lived in
graphene and can proliferate across the entire system.7−9 This
behavior, which sets graphene apart from other photoactive
materials, leads to a dramatic enhancement in photoresponse.
The 2D character of electronic states, which are fully exposed

in materials such as graphene, can enable new device
architectures. One system of high current interest is stacked
graphene−dielectric−graphene structures [see Figure 1a].
Fabricated with atomic precision, such systems can behave as
field-effect transistors,10,11 resonant tunnel diodes,12,13 and
photodetectors;14,15 they also provide a platform to explore the
Coulomb Drag effect 16 and the metal−insulator transition.17 In
the hot-carrier regime, proliferation of photoexcited electron−
hole pairs can result in an enhanced thermionic emission of hot
carriers over the barrier. Vertical carrier extraction in such
structures is facilitated by short interlayer transport lengths in
the nanometer range, ultrafast response times, and large active
areas. Variability in properties of different 2D barrier materials
[hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), MoS2, WSe2, etc.] allows
tailoring the photoresponse characteristics to the different
optoelectronic applications.
Here, we predict that interlayer transport in graphene

heterostructures operating in the hot-carrier regime leads to an

unusual type of photoresponse, namely, a negative differential
resistance (NDR). The mechanism of this NDR response relies
on the interplay of two effects. First, the phase space available
for phonon scattering rapidly increases with doping, enhancing
the electron−lattice cooling and thereby altering the number of
hot carriers in the system. Second, the large capacitance of the
atomically thin device renders the carrier density in graphene
layers sensitive to the interlayer potential difference. These two
effects combined together result in a reduction of the electronic
temperature and a suppression of thermionic current upon an
increase of the bias potential Vb. The NDR effect arises when
this suppression overwhelms the increase in the field-effect
transport under bias. Such an NDR mechanism manifests itself
as an enhanced photocurrent peaked at a bias potential well
below the onset of the conventional field-emission regime, eVb
≪ Δ, where Δ is the barrier height, as shown in Figure 1c.
We note that the photoactive NDR architectures are a class

of their own, and are well suited for optoelectronic applications.
In particular, the fast response and in situ tunability of graphene
devices makes them ideal as photoactive switches or light-
detectors with high gain. The NDR effect in photoactive
devices, analyzed below, is distinct from the one in traditional
NDR devices, such as Gunn diodes18 or resonant tunneling
diodes19,20 which rely on nonlinearities under the application of
large electric fields in the absence of light.
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Figure+ 9:' Optical' microscope' image' of' the' device' as' well' as' AFM' measurements' to'
confirm'the' thickness'of' the'hBN'flake.'The'height'profile' is' taken' from'the'white' line'
indicated'in'the'lower'right'panel.'

Figure+10:'Electrical'characteristics'of'the'G4hBN4G'device.'
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Figure! 10! shows! the! electrical! characteristics! under! dark! (top! left)! and! illuminated!
conditions.!Higher!photocurrent!is!observed!for!negative!VDS,!which!could!be!explained!
by! an! asymmetry! in! the!device.! The!bottom! figure! shows! the! IV! characteristics!under!
high! illumination.! An! increase! in! photocurrent! is! observed! at! lower! gate! voltages,!
indicating!pDdoping!of!the!(bottom)!graphene!layer.!
!
Although! we! observed! a! current! increase! by! a! factor! of! 200! under! high! illumination!
there! is! no! indication! of! negative! differential! resistance.! The! increase! indicates! hotD
carrier!assisted!thermal!emission.!To!observe!negative!differential!resistance!a!delicate!
balance! between! the! doping! of! the! two! graphene! sheets! and! the! bias! level! must! be!
found.!!
!
Future!work!on!this!project!could!include:!

• Repeating!the!measurements!at!lower!temperatures.!
• Uniform! illumination! of! the! whole! device! either! through! reduction! of! the!

overlapping!region!of!the!device!by!etching!or!by!defocusing!the!laser!beam.!This!
should! exclude! a! superposition! of! thermionic! emission! and! „normal“! field!
emission.!

• Fabricate!cleaner!samples.!
• Fabricate!samples!with!different!hBN!thickness!(1!to!10!nm)!to!compare!results.!

!

BPBSi'midBinfrared'photodetector'
!
The! aim! of! this! photodetector! is! to! detect! light! in! the! midDinfrared! range! of! the!
electromagnetic! spectrum! by! exploiting! chargeDcarrier! generation! at! the! interface!
between!silicon!and!black!phosphorus.!Therefore,!a! thin! film!of!black!phosphorus!was!
transferred! onto! an! nDdoped! silicon!wafer.! The!wafer! is! covered!with! 100! nm! silicon!
dioxide,!and!windows!are!opened!using!wet!chemistry.!Figure!11!shows!a!microscope!
image! of! the! device.! On! the! upper! left! side! the! opened! silicon! windows! can! be! seen!
between!two!predefined!metal!electrodes.!The!electrodes!are!used!to!contact!the!black!
phosphorus!(the!other!contact!is!established!by!the!silicon)!and!also!to!probe!the!device!
with! microDtips.! The! upper! right! shows! an! image! of! a! thin! (30! nm)! flake! of! black!
phosphorus,!which!was!transferred!on!a!structure!described!before.!
!
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!
Figure+ 11:' The' upper' panels' show' microscope' images' of' fabricated' BP4Si' photodetectors.' A'
window'was'opened'on'Si'wafers' covered'with' thermally'grown'SiO2'and'metal' electrodes'were'
patterned'before'a'thin'flake'of'black'phosphorus'was'transferred'to'the'structure.'The'schematic'
drawing'on'the'lower'side'shows'the'electrical'connection.'
!
The! schematic! drawing! at! the! bottom! of! Figure! 11! shows! the! electrical! wiring.! The!
silicon!itself!is!used!as!source,!the!metal!electrode!is!used!as!drain,!respectively.!A!bias!
voltage!VBias!is!applied!between!source!and!drain.!
!
Figure!12!shows!the!first!electrical!measurements!D!the!left!and!the!right!panel!show!the!
same!measurement!for!two!different!devices.!It!can!be!clearly!seen!that!BP!on!Si!forms!a!
rectifying!junction!in!both!cases.!
If!light!from!a!white!light!source!shines!on!the!device,!a!change!in!the!IDV!characteristics!
can!be!observed.!Under!negative!bias!an!increase!in!current!suggests!the!generation!of!
photoDexcited! carriers.! As! we! used! white! light,! it! can’t! be! distinguished! between!
absorption! in!BP!or! silicon.!To! clarify! this,! further!measurements!must!be! carried!out!
using!light!with!energy!lower!than!the!bandgap!energy!of!silicon.!As!the!bandgap!of!the!
thin!BP!is!much!lower!than!the!bandgap!of!silicon,!absorption!in!silicon!can!be!excluded!
in!this!way.!

!

!

!

!

!

Black&Phosphorus ! !

VBias 

SiO2 

!

!

!SiO2!(100$nm) 

Si#(nDdoped,&3E15&cmD3) 

Au#(40#nm) 
!
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!
Figure+12:'First'electrical'characterization'of'the'BP4Si'photodetector.'The'two'panels'
show'the'same'measurement'for'two'different'devices,'using'different'BP'thickness.'

!
Figure!13! shows!photocurrent!measurements!using!a!broadband!midDinfrared! source.!
Therefore,!the!device!was!mounted!on!the!sample!stage!of!an!infraredDmicroscope!and!
light! from! a! globar! was! focused! onto! the! device.! The! result! shows! photocurrent!
generated! by! the! device.! By! rotating! the! polarization! of! the! light! we! expect! to! see! a!
change! in! the! photocurrent,! as! BP! is! strongly! dependent! on! the! polarization! of! the!
incident!light![16].!The!measurements!did!not!show!any!dependence!on!the!polarization!
though.!We!attribute!this!to!the!fact!that!the!midDinfrared!source!emits!a!small!portion!of!
light,! which! can! again! be! detected! by! silicon! itself! (see! spectrum! of! the!midDinfrared!
source!on!the!right!side!of!Figure!13).!!

!
Figure+ 13:' Photocurrent'measurement' using' a' broadband'mid4infrared' light' source.'
The'spectrum'of'the'emitted'light'is'shown'in'the'right'panel.'We'expect'to'see'a'change'
in' photocurrent' by' rotating' the' polarization' of' the' incident' light,' as' BP' is' highly'
anisotropic.'As'there'is'no'such'polarization4dependence'we'attribute'the'photocurrent'
again' to' silicon4absorption' as' a' small' portion' of' the' light' has' enough' energy' to' be'
absorbed'by'silicon.'
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!
Figure+ 14:' Photocurrent' scanning' study' of' the' BP4Si' photodetector.' Green' light'with'
low' power' (PLaser' =' 30uW'@'532' nm)'was' used' for' this'measurement.' An' increase' is'
observed' for'higher'bias'voltage.'The'photocurrent'generation' is'attributed'to'silicon4
absorption.'

!
We!also!performed!measurements!using!a!laser!with!a!wavelength!of!1.55!micrometer!
to!exclude!absorption! in! silicon.!Against! all! expectations!we!could!not!get! any! results,!
meaning!no!photocurrent!was!generated.!This!is!counterintuitive!for!two!reasons.!First,!
a! paper!by!Youngblood!et! al.! [17]! confirms! absorption!of! 1.55!micron! light! in!BP! and!
second,!we!fabricated!a!BP!FET!sample!which!also!showed!photoresponse.!
!
!
Outlook'

To!improve!the!BPDSi!photodetector!photodetector!performance!we!are!thinking!about!
different!device! layouts.!Two!possible! improvements! are! shown! in!Figure!15.!The! left!
schematic!shows!a!device,! in!which! the!source! is! fabricated!as!an!aluminum!electrode!
instead! of! using! the! silicon! as! an! electrode! directly.! ! Aluminum! is! known! to! form! an!
Ohmic! contact! with! silicon,! and! therefore,! a! SchottkyDjunction! can! be! excluded.! This!
SchottkyDjunction!would!show!rectifying!behavior! the!same!way!as! the!BPDSi! junction.!
The!Au! electrode! is! fabricated! on! top! of! the!BP! flake.!Measurements! showed,! that!BP!
forms!a!poor!electrical!contact!when!placed!on!top!of!the!metal.!
Another! improvement! is! shown! in! the! right! schematics! of! Figure! 15.! Instead! of! using!
only!an!electrode!on! the! side,! a! graphene! sheet! could!be! transferred!on! top!of! the!BP!
flake!to!increase!the!extraction!efficiency!of!photoDexcited!carriers.!
!
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!
Figure+15:'Further'device'improvements.'Left:'Fabricating'the'metal'electrode'on'top'of'
the'BP'flake'and'not'vice'versa'should' improve'the'contact'resistance.'Additionally'an'
Aluminum'electrode'is'used'to'contact'the'Silicon.'Right:'A'graphene'sheet'can'be'used'
as' electrode.' This' layout' should' lower' the' contact' resistance' and' improve' carrier'
extraction.'

!
Both!devices!are!currently!in!fabrication!and!measurements!will!show!the!actual!
improvements!that!can!be!achieved.!
! '
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PlasmonBenhanced'midBinfrared'graphene'photodetector'
!
The!aim!of! this!project! is! to! fabricate!a!graphene!photodetector,!which!detects! light! in!
the!midDinfrared!spectral!range!by!exploiting!plasmons.!Our!photodetector!is!specifically!
designed!for!a!wavelength!of!7.7!μm!because!of!a!QuantumDCascadeDLaser!(QCL)!source!
available!in!the!lab.!
!
The!first!experiment!was!to!check!if!a!plasmon!can!be!excited!in!the!desired!wavelength!
range!(7.7!μm!corresponds!to!1298!cmD1).!To!do!so,!CVD!graphene!was!transferred!to!a!
piece!of!highly!resistive!silicon!wafer!and!cut!into!ribbons!by!electron!beam!lithography!
and! subsequent! reactive! ion! etching! (RIE).! By! shining! light! from! a! broadband! light!
source!(globar)!on!the!sample!and!measure!the!spectral!absorbance!it!can!be!seen,!that!
for! a! ribbon!width! of! around! 100! nm! the! plasmon! resonance! appears! at! the! desired!
wavelength!(Figure!16).!The!resonance!strongly!depends!on!the!carrier!concentration!in!
the!graphene!sheet!and!can!be!shifted!by!electrostatically!doping!the!sample!(Figure!17).!
Also! environmental! parameters! (e.g.! dirt! on! the! sample,! humidity! in! the! surrounding!
air)!influences!the!doping!level!of!the!graphene!sheet!and,!therefore,!results!in!a!shift!in!
the!plasmon!resonance.!
!

!
Figure+16:'Transmission'Extinction'ratio'14T/T0'for'different'ribbon'width.'

!
The! device! layout! looks! as! follows! (compare! Figure! 18):! Two! gate! electrodes! (split!
gates)! are! used! to! create! a! pDn! junction! across! the! photodetector.! On! top! of! the! gate!
electrodes!a!dielectric!layer!(100!nm!SiO2)!is!deposited!and!CVD!graphene!is!transferred.!
After! transfer! and! defining! the! device! area! by! lithography! and! RIE! etching! the! two!
contact!electrodes!are!defined!by!electronDbeam!lithography,!thermal!metal!evaporation!
and! liftDoff.! Another! lithography! and! RIE! etching! step! is! necessary! to! define! the!
nanoribbons.!
The!actual!devices!vary!from!this!device!scheme!in!terms!of!complexity.!Because!of!the!
large!laser!spot!size!(measured!to!be!around!30!micrometer)!the!device!dimensions!are!
also!on!this!scale.!The!active!device!area!is!chosen!to!be!80x50!microns.!As!the!diffusion!
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length! of! photogenerated! carriers! is! much! lower! than! that! we! fabricated! several! pDn!
junctions!within! the! device! area.! The! gate! electrodes! as!well! as! the! source! and! drain!
contacts! are! interdigitated! to! get! a! maximum! active! device! length! of! 5! micron.! A!
scanning! electron! microscope! picture! as! well! as! an! optical! microscope! image! of! the!
actual!device!is!shown!in!Figure!19.!

!
Figure+ 17:' The' plasmon' resonance' can' be' shifted' by' electrostatically' doping' the'
graphene'sheet.'

!
Figure+ 18:' Schematic' device' layout' of' the' plamon4enhanced' mid4infrared' graphene'
photodetector.'

!
Figure+ 19:' Scanning' electron'microscope' (left)' and' optical'microscope' image' (right)'
image'of'an'actual'device! !
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Conclusion'and'Outlook'
!
We!could!achieve!to!get!promising!data!for!all!three!projects!in!which!I!was!involved.!
!
For! the!GrapheneDhBNDGraphene! sandwich!device!we! clearly! see! hot! carrier! emission!
while! shining! light! on! the! sample.! We! could! not! see! any! evidence! of! the! negative!
differential! resistance! effect! that! is! predicted! by! RodriguezDNieva! et! al.! [15],! but! we!
think!that!a!more!careful!fabrication!process!and!measurements!at!lower!temperatures!
could! lead! to! that! effect.! The! data! on! hot! carrier! emission! in! such! a! structure! is!
interesting!by! itself,! as! something! compareable!has,! to! the!best!of!our!knowledge,!not!
been!published.!
!
For!the!blackDphosphorus/silicon!midDinfrared!photodetector!it! is!not!completely!clear!
why!we! could! not! achieve! any! light! detection! in! the!midDinfrared.!We! think,! again,! a!
more! careful! fabrication! could! lead! to! the! desired! behavior,! but! fabrication! including!
black!phosphorus!is!tricky!due!to!its!rapid!degradation!in!air!and!ambient!environment.!
As! the!bandgap!of! black!phosphorus! is! small,!measurements! using! longer!wavelength!
laser! light! can!be! carried!out.! This!midDinfrared!photodetection! could!make! the!bP/Si!
photodetector!particularly!interesting.!
!
We!could!show!that!the!plasmonDenhanced!midDinfrared!graphene!photodetector!works!
in!principle.!An!advantage! is! the!usage!of! large!area!CVD!graphene! that!enables!batch!
fabrication.! During! my! stay,! the! first! measurements! on! different! devices! and! deviceD
layouts!were! done,! but! a!more! careful! and! systematic! study! to! determine! the! photoD
responsivity!needs!to!be!carried!out.!Another!problem,!which!needs!to!be!addressed,!is!
the! question! on! how! to! dope! the! graphene! nanoribbons! to! exactly! the! plasmon!
resonance.!A!direct!measurement!would!be!preferable,!but! this! is!very!difficult!due! to!
the!device!layout.!
!
Over!all!I!can!summarize!that!I!had!a!very!interesting!and!productive!stay!at!XiaDGroup!
in!Yale.!A!lot!of!work!is!already!done!and!we!agreed!to!continue!to!work!on!the!projects!
as!well!as!our!collaboration!on!future!projects.!At!this!point!I!want!to!thank!the!people!
and!organizations!that!made!this!exchange!possible.!First!of!all!Professor!Thomas!Müller!
for!letting!me!go!and!Professor!Fengnian!Xia!for!accepting!me!as!a!visiting!scholar!in!his!
group.!I!want!to!thank!all!group!members!at!Yale!for!having!a!pleasant!stay!and!for!the!
opportunity!to!learn!a!lot!from!them.!I!also!want!to!acknowledge!the!financial!support!of!
the!Austrian!Marshall!Plan!Foundation.!
! !
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